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View from Nanjing South Railway Station, Photo: Author, 2012
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INSTITUTIONAL ANATOMY 
OF CHINESE HSR-ORIENTED 

DEVELOPMENT?
Nanjing South Station Area

ABSTRACT

The explosive development of China’s cities generates a large number of 
collective action problems that require policy integration via the negotiation of 
different interests. The spatial development around High-Speed Railway (HSR) 
stations is particularly relevant. The contemporary institutional edifice of the 
Socialist Urban Entrepreneurialism is highly complicated by the following 
paradox: on one hand, the traditional unitary structure of governmental 
organization has transformed into a multi-actor system (involving many 
governmental and non-governmental agencies in urban development decision-
making). On the other hand, styles of policy-making are still nested in 
hierarchical and functionally patterned routines. As a result, the challenges of 
collective actions around stations, which refer to the location choice, mobility 
integration and urbanity making, are stalemated by inter-actor conflicts. 
The authors argue that successful collective action has to be sought in non-
hierarchical solutions to conflicts. The case of Nanjing’s urban extension around 
one of China’s strategic nodal HSR stations is analyzed as an explorative case. As 
conclusions, the generic institutional conditions are identified.
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Introduction

Managing urban growth is undoubtedly one of the great challenges in 
China today. The rapid expansion of a large number of metropolises is a key 
characteristic of China’s modernization process in recent decades (Abramson, 
2011; Gaubatz, 2001; Lin, 2001; Wu & Phelps, 2008; Xu & Zhu, 2001; Yang 
& Chang, 2007; Zhao & Zhang, 2001). Furthermore, after the first stages of 
unadulterated urban growth, present efforts of policy coordination now aim 
to integrate objectives of social and ecological sustainability in the processes of 
economic transformation.  New policies must address a variety of problems, 
such as the massive loss of fertile agricultural land, the increasing spatial 
mismatch of housing and jobs, the emergence of new patterns of social 
segmentation (Douglass et al., 2012; Fan & Grossman, 2001; Wang et al., 2009; 
Yuan et al., 2003; Zhang, 2008), the reorganization of urban system (Zhang, 
2008), the problems of selective accessibility in the rapid expansion of transit 
networks in and between cities (Shen, 1997; Yang & Gakenheimer, 2006; Zhao et 
al., 2009), the loss of places with special historical value (Abramson, 2011; Yang 
& Chang, 2007), and a lack of environmentally sustainable urban development 
(Chiu, 2008; Huan, 2007; Yuan et al., 2003).

This paper addresses the actual challenges of urban transformation in China 
by focusing more specifically on the urban development that has been triggered 
by the High-Speed Railway (hereafter HSR) network. By 2011, the Chinese 
HSR network was already the largest in the world and will develop into a 16,000 
km network connecting the three megacity-regions as well as other inland 
metropolitan areas in China (Ministry of Railways, hereafter MoR, 2008). The 
realization of this network will likely have a major impact on the cities that will 
be connected. Although the current population densities of many Chinese cities 
are still comparatively low (Chen et al., 2008), the idea of compact development 
has not yet been favored by local governments. This impact of HSR, namely the 
new town development around stations, is thus closely linked to the core issues 
of managing urban growth in China today.

In addition to this social-spatial transition, China’s institutions are in a process 
of change. Urban planning – seen as collective action to establish collective 
goals and to overcome the numerous social dilemmas that are inherent to urban 
transformation (Scott, 2014) – has to deal with a highly dynamic object and 
institutional context at the same time. Characteristic of the institutional change 
is the dual process of decentralization and marketization that has introduced a 
multiplicity of new actors and a differentiation of responsibilities in the urban 
development arena. Formally, the state is still overwhelmingly powerful with 
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regard to land use, but in practice it is misleading to assume that the state forms 
a coherent unit acting on the basis of single capabilities and a single agenda. In 
fact, the relevant actor constellation consists of a range of public, semi-public, 
and private agencies and powerful individuals with diverging goals, which has 
been labeled as a “fragmented authoritarian state” (Mertha, 2009). Paradoxically, 
formal planning styles and actual policy practices are still nested in the “central 
rule” routines and technical sector policies of command and control. As a result, 
this contributes to the inability to address collective action problems and even 
leads to the “chaos” of Chinese cities (Wei, 2005). This paper builds on the 
assumption that urban development in China can be explained by uncovering 
its specific institutional parameters (Dai et al., 2013). After establishing the 
rules and social codes that drive relevant actors in the urban development 
process, we can establish what forms of collective action – “planning” – are most 
suitable and which institutional conditions require adaptation. On the basis of 
the development of Nanjing’s South Station area, this paper aims to learn and 
develop further hypotheses on the changing institutional anatomy of urban 
development in China.

Urban development around HSR stations to a large extent epitomizes the 
problems of urban transformation in China. Many of the collective action 
problems associated with managing urban growth come to the fore in the urban 
development of HSR stations and their direct surroundings. They play a key role 
in local governments’ policies of urban competition. In most cases new stations 
are high impact decisions and are located outside or on the edge of existing 
cities, therefore raising a wide variety of issues. How does the new transport 
node fit into the existing transport network? What does the development do 
in terms of the urban fabric of the city? Does the program for the area support 
goals of social integration or does it establish new patterns of segregation? The 
speed of development and the planning style adopted in many cases raises 
questions about the adaptive capacity of these area developments. Furthermore, 
the multi-billion CNY investments associated with the development of the HSR 
network make it imperative to develop the related urban activities in such a 
way that societal benefits are optimized. “The effects of the HSR on the territory 
are not mechanical and fixed at forehand, and much depends on whether 
actors undertake adequate strategies.” (Tang et al., 2011, p. 417). Using the HSR 
project to the benefit of city re-structuring and balance of the uneven regional 
development (Fan, 1997) in Chinese metropolitan area is one of the ways to get 
the most out of these huge investments.

The argument of the paper is that a thorough knowledge of the conditions 
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that guide the key actors with stakes in urban collective action problems should 
be a precondition of planning. Considering that China’s social organization is 
in transition, that it has strong idiosyncratic characteristics, and that it amounts 
to an increasingly complicated institutional edifice, it is a daunting task to 
explore the institutional conditions of urban transformation, which is being 
done increasingly (Chen, 2012; Han & Wang, 2003; He et al., 2010; Lash, 2009; 
Tang et al., 2001), and even more so to formulate solutions to these problems. 
In its description of the conditions that structure typical urban collective action 
problems in Chinese cities, the paper shows that inter-actor coordination is as 
much a key issue in Chinese urban development as it is elsewhere despite the 
dominance of the Chinese state and its very hierarchal structure. Our working 
hypothesis is that the inter-actor conflicts in a non-hierarchical way can provide 
an explanation of the different ways in which collective action problems are 
dealt with. 

Problems of Collective Action in Chinese Urbanization

In this paper, HSR station area development is conceptualized as being the 
result of a constant stream of decisions made by actors. The so-called “Socialist 
Urban Entrepreneurialism” (SUE) (Wu, 2001; Yu & Zhu 2009; Wu & Phelps, 
2011) or  “State Capitalism” (Huang, 2001) is raised to demonstrate the nature of 
“growth coalition” in post-Social China (Zhu, 1999). Collective action problems 
arise when the incentives that these individual actors experience conflict with 
collectively defined goals, which incline actors to opt for actions that undermine 
collective benefits. A variety of incentives can motivate actors to go their own 
way instead of contributing to overarching collective goals. Actors can assume 
that collective goals will be achieved anyway, allowing them to pursue other 
benefits without contributing to their realization (freeriding). A lack of trust 
or assurance among actors can also lead to fear that an actor will be the only 
one to contribute to collective goals with other actors profiting without making 
a contribution (Ostrom, 1990). Actors can also prefer the short-term benefits 
of individual preferences to long-term benefits of collective goals. Facilitating 
collective action can have different forms, such as imposing desired behavior 
through hierarchy, collaborative joint-decision making, or adapting the market 
mechanism (Scharpf, 1997). 

Viewed from this perspective, urban planning is a means to establish 
collective goals and overcome the social dilemmas that are associated with 
collective action in urban contexts. As Scott (2008, p. 760) puts it: “planning can 
… best be understood as a set of socially and politically determined practices 
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directed to the remediation of specific forms of dysfunctionality in urban space”, 
and these dysfunctionalities arise when urban development would be purely 
market-driven. In addition to remediating forms of social and ecological urban 
disorder, planning and urban policy are also instruments for proactive economic 
intervention “to secure economic gains that would fail to emerge in the absence 
of collective action” (Van den Berg & Pol, 1998; Wang & Lin, 2011; Scott, 2008, p. 
765).

As a logical result of the perspective sketched above, understanding Chinese 
urban development and planning requires knowledge of the collective action 
problems that exist in Chinese cities and the actor constellation that is involved. 
Below we will briefly discuss the different aspects of collective action problems 
in the Chinese context, based on existing literature on urban development. First, 
we will provide an overview of the collective urban development goals that seem 
to be hampered by social dilemmas in the Chinese context. Second, the role 
of actor constellations, including their incentive structure and powers, will be 
discussed. 

What characteristics of collective action problems associated with Chinese 
urban development, and with HSR stations in particular, are brought to the 
fore in the literature? First of all, the scalar complexity leaps to the eye (Table 
3-1). At the national level, the development of the HSR network is assumed to 
have considerable impact on the geography of China and, therefore, choices on 
routes and stops are important decisions in the process of securing economic 
gains that would fail to emerge in the absence of collective action (Tang et al., 
2011; Scott, 2008). Further, Chinese cities are part of large megacity-regions 
such as the Yangtze-River-Delta that are strengthened by the development 
of the HSR network. Complementarity and competition between cities in 
these mega urban regions are clearly issues that play a role on this scale level 
(Bertolini & Spit, 2005; Bonnafous, 1987; Blum et al., 1992; Blum et al., 1997; 
Xu & Yeh, 2005; Duan, 2009). On the city scale, the location choice of these 
stations and the complementarity of the spatial development program vis-
à-vis other developments in the city-region are part of a variety of collective 
action problems. As these stations are often located in the periphery of cities 
(Zheng & Du, 2007; Dai et al., 2013) they reinforce the typical hop scotch urban 
development of Chinese cities, causing concern about overall city structure: its 
pattern of social segmentation, its spatial structure (Van den Berg & Pol, 1998; 
Wang & Lin, 2011), its economic structure (Tang et al., 2011), and its transport 
system. Furthermore, these HSR station areas are generally seen as lucrative 
spaces for development so the supply of land for development is driven by great 
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expectations of financial gain, which can lead to oversupply of certain urban 
functions in the planned new extension area. At the level of the core station area, 
challenges for collective actions exist with regard to establishing a vibrant urban 
development that is capable of absorbing future changes in demand (Bertolini 
& Spit, 1998; Duan, 2009). The integration of the station in its surroundings in 
order to mutually reinforce their development is another challenge at the local 
level (Wei, 2005; Zheng & Du, 2007; Trip, 2008). A particular challenge in this 
respect is integrating the train station with other systems of transportation. This 
paper will focus primarily on the issues that play on the city level and below. 

Scale Issues
Nation Selective development HSR network

Megacity-region Complementarity and competition between cities

City Location choice and urban program vis-à-vis existing city (region) and 
other planned developments

New urban extension Creating a vibrant, heterogeneous, and adaptive urban environment

Core station area Integration of station building with the urban fabric, and integration of 
HSR with other transport systems

Table 3-1. Collective action issues in HSR-oriented development in China. Source: author.

In order to understand success or failure in solving the related collective 
action problems it is necessary to understand which actors hold key powers in 
deciding these issues, what interests they have, how they perceive their situation, 
and how their mutual relationships are shaped. The conceptual framework 
used to perform this task is largely derived from Ostrom’s (1990) evolution 
of institutions for collective action and Scharpf ’s (1997) actor-centered 
institutionalism. According to Scharpf (1997), “we need to relate individual 
behavior … to the appropriate individual or social unit of reference on whose 
behalf action is taken and from whose perspective intentional choices can be 
explained”. In Chinese society the number and diversity of such relevant “units 
of reference” have increased considerably in the last decades, as the dominance 
of central government and “dan-wei” work units has been supplemented with 
other forms of social organizations. China’s transition “can best be understood 
as a triple process of decentralization, marketization and globalization” (Wei, 
2005, p. 201). The transition process has created a new and highly dynamic 
actor constellation. This actor constellation can only partly be understood by 
applying the traditional vocabulary – such as public versus private – used in 
planning research. As a result of the increasingly diverse actor constellation, 
urban planning in China has become increasingly complex than a technical 
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process. Decentralization has given local governments a key position in the land 
market and has shifted the fiscal system, previously dominated by the central 
government, to one of tax sharing (Wu & Zhang, 2007). This has resulted in 
a critical role for local governments in the phenomenal economic growth in 
post-Mao China (Hsing, 2010). It is important to note that local government 
is multi-layered with units such as municipalities, districts, and sub-districts. 
Marketization has led to the abolishment of some command and control 
planning principles (Wei, 2005). Chinese planned economy has a long tradition 
in which the state determines what and how much the population needs. The 
more the market is involved, the less these top-down allotment mechanisms for 
food, industry, and population work. As a result, the complicated mix of market 
versus hierarchical principles characterizes the transition of Chinese society. 

Actor-Centered Institutionalism assumes that actors operate rationally and 
engage in strategic interaction to fulfill their preferences. Actors include the rules 
in their calculation of what is the most effective course of action, the so-called 
“logic of consequence” (Schön, 1983; March & Olsen, 2004; Giddens, 1984). In 
order to establish what is most effective, consequences are measured against 
the preferences of the actor that is the unit reference of an individual. These 
preferences are based on the self-interest of the particular (corporate) actor. The 
way self-interest is defined by a particular actor is strongly influenced by their 
set of cognitive and moral templates, but is likely to also be guided by a desire 
for self-preservation, autonomy, and growth (Salet et al., 2012; Scharpf, 1997). 
Urban growth is clearly in the self-interest of Chinese municipalities because it 
contributes to the strengthening of the – financial and power - position of that 
municipality. Nevertheless, actors also act according to normative obligations 
that they are assumed to follow. If not, actors will at least have an inclination to 
rhetorically convince others that their behavior is in accordance with the norms 
that they are assumed to serve, even despite overriding motives of different 
sorts (Schön & Rein, 1994). As result, Chinese municipalities, at least according 
to theory, will not – completely – ignore their role as guardians of the public 
interest despite their overwhelming financial interests in urban development. 

Further to moral templates, actors are guided by cognitive templates that 
provide standard ways of defining problems and standard ways of solving those 
problems. This is particularly notable in areas where a specific group of experts, 
such as engineers or planners, play a dominant role in framing problems and 
solutions. Understanding urban planning in China therefore requires insight in 
the dominant views and routines of Chinese planners. The latter touches upon 
what has been called the logic of appropriateness, in which individuals follow 
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“internalized prescriptions of what is socially defined as normal, true, right or 
good, without, or in spite of, calculation of consequences and expected utility” 
(March & Olsen, 2004, p. 3). Regardless of the importance of the rationalist 
paradigm for actor-centered institutionalism, it cannot be ignored that actors 
act intentionally as well as according to “habits” based on custom, tradition, and 
culture. “The routines of decision-making are nestled in customs, conventions, 
formal rules and patterns of social norms” (Altshuler & Luberoff, 2003, p. 1989, 
which is cited in Salet et al., 2012, p. 6). It can be concluded that in order to 
understand the role of different actors in Chinese urban development, a simple 
reference to a desire to grow, to increase autonomy, and for self-preservation 
will not suffice as a satisfying answer. A wider variety of motives stemming from 
a diversity of conditions must be included in the analysis.

If the purpose of planning is perceived as overcoming urban collective action 
problems, a precondition is a thorough knowledge of the conditions that guide 
the key actors with stakes in these problems. As stated above, the purpose of this 
paper is to obtain insight on the conditions that structure and solve the urban 
collective action problems associated with HSR development under the SUE. In 
order to get the institutional sights, the research questions have been addressed:

What are the key collective action problems in HSR station area 
development? 

How are actor constellations framed in dealing with collective action 
problems? 

What are the institutional conditions that influence these collective action 
problems?

HSR-Oriented Development in Nanjing

The case of Nanjing South Station is chosen because it seems to be representative 
for most HSR station area developments in other Chinese cities are in the urban 
fringe under similar conditions. Nevertheless, representativeness is not the 
major concern as this paper is mainly explorative in nature. The city of Nanjing 
was the former capital city of ten Chinese dynasties (from 229 AD to 1949) and 
is now the capital of Jiangsu Province. Located in the Yangtze River Delta, it 
exemplifies the rapidly growing large coastal cities of China. The municipality 
covers 6587 km2 and the inner city covers 2753 km2 (2011). In terms of GDP the 
city ranks sixth within the Yangtze Delta (2007), and it hosts 8 million residents 
(6th National Population Census in 2010). The municipality is sub-divided in 11 
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districts (sub-municipal administrations). As a former imperial capital, cultural 
history plays a more important role in Nanjing’s development. This may explain 
why Nanjing has remained relatively compact and less radically modernized in 
its inner city, despite its rapid growth in recent years (Luo & Wei, 2006). The old 
version of the City Master Plan (1991-2010) aims to turn Nanjing from a mono-
centric into a polycentric city. This is to be done primarily by developing new 
towns and other urban extensions for around 2.3 million inhabitants. Most of 
them are based on the original counties next to the inner city of Nanjing. The 
new City Master Plan (2007-2030) establishes clearer future visions on scale and 
functions for the planned sub-city centers and new towns. 

The new South Railway Station (Figure 3-1) is expected to be the growth pole 
of the southern urban fringe of Nanjing city. It is 12 km from the historical city 
center, and locates on the territory of three districts. It is a twenty-eight-platform 
railway node, where two HSR passenger lines (Beijing-Shanghai and Shanghai-
Wuhan-Chengdu) and one non-HSR freight line (Nanjing-Wuhu) meet. Based 
on the concept of “zero-distance transfer”, urban and regional transportation 
are integrated three city metro lines, inter-city bus station, and multiple city-
bus stops, as well as parking space at the same spot. Previously, the 6-km2 area 
directly surrounding the station was covered with a mixture of farmland, low-
end industry, and rural housing. And it is now target with the focus on high-end 
office and business development. Its urban design is characterized by a 1.5 km 
green axis connecting the station with the city river and is surrounded by 100 
m-tall high-rise buildings. The 32-km2 and even 66-km2 area around it, the New 
South Extension, is planned to be a new sub-center of the city. It is expected to 
encompass a variety of public facilities and ultimately to accommodate 733,000 
residents.

The paper covers the process from the earliest discussions on location 
choice in 1986 till the actual station area development in 2012. To conduct 
the case study, fieldwork has been done in three stages. The first period 
lasted from October 2010 to February 2011, when Nanjing South Station 
was still under construction. The second round was from June to July 2011, 
during the period when the station was put into operation. The third visit on 
spot was done in November 2012, when surrounding land was awaiting for 
investment and construction. The methods used in this research are mainly 
qualitative. Perceptions and intentions of actors, and the reconstruction of the 
process are mainly drawn from interviews to key actors and anthropological 
methods during internship in major bureau. Document analysis on policies, 
regulations and plans has been used to establish ambitions, the distribution of 
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responsibilities, and formal distributions of power. 

Key Collective Action Problems of the New South Extension

The process can be structured according to three subsequent episodes in which 
important decisions were made. First, the decision from the national level to 
include Nanjing in the HSR network triggered a struggle between national 
and local actors over where to place the main HSR station (1991-2003). The 
second episode (2004-2009) contains the design process for the station, its 
immediate surroundings, and the urban design – blueprint – for the new sub-
center around the station. This design process takes place within a context 
of high dynamism on the southern edge of Nanjing. The third episode, from 
2009 onwards, starts with the opening of the station and the implementation 
of the plans, where design ideals met reality. Correspondingly, three problems 
of collective actions arise from the station opening: location choice, mobility 
integration, and urbanity making. First, deciding where to place the HSR station 
can be an outcome that is in line with the interests of one single powerful actor, 

Figure 3-1. Spatial plans for Nanjing South Extension. Source: author.
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or one that serves the interests of multiple actors. The second issue concerns the 
infrastructure integration with other transportation modes. Third, the design 
and programming of the surrounding area is determined by whether to develop 
it into a mono-functional node or a multi-functional urban place. In discussing 
the three collective action problems, we will focus on conflicts between different 
actors, their preferences and orientations and the way they are embedded in 
institutional conditions, and the way interactions have taken place.

Location choice

The debate over where to locate Nanjing’s HSR station began with the revision 
of the City Master Plan in the 1990s. The debate quickly headed for a deadlock 
as the two major actors – the MoR and the Municipality of Nanjing - had 
different preferences regarding the route for the new line. MoR is responsible 
for planning and implementing the China-wide railway network, and it has 
been known for its non-alignment with other actors. While formally part of 
the national bureaucracy, it operates with great independence and is therefore 
one of the last enclosed kingdoms left by the Socialist Planned Economy. Its 
behaviors are driven by both the individual preferences for less technological 
obstacles with a more modern image, and the normative orientations for 
efficient implementation of railway infrastructures and therefore less mixed-
functions. This can be reflected in the different preferences of station location 
depending on local context. In the case,  MoR preferred to construct a route 
along an existing line through the Nanjing (Central) Station, as this could avoid 
the geologically unstable zone, require less removal of existing environment, 
and strengthen the existing nodal function of the old station. The municipal 
government, on the other hand, viewed the incoming HSR through the lens 
of urban expansion and preferred a location on the southern edge of the 
city. It saw the construction of a new station as a golden opportunity to steer 
urban development. A location on the southern edge would have multiple 
advantages according to the municipality. To capitalize on the arrival of the 
HSR, the municipality would want to promote development on a large scale 
in order to benefit from the cheap land acquisition. Initiating development 
around the existing main station would be more complicated and expensive 
than developing in a low-density area on the southern fringe. However, MoR’s 
control of all the necessary resources limited the municipality’s ability to guide 
the location choice in its preferred direction. 

Only when Nanjing’s role on the national railway network was strategically 
changed did the new south location become a real option. The critical juncture 
to turn the conflict into consensus was the national initiative to construct the 
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east-west HSR corridor, which connects the coastal area with the Chinese 
hinterland. In the new plan, Nanjing would become a node in the network 
instead of being merely a regional terminal. Therefore, the new South Station 
became the preferred option for MoR. The interaction between MoR and the 
municipality changed from a hierarchical towards a cooperation game. 

Mobility integration

The integration of different transportation methods was conducted through 
rather structural network among actors. The discussion focused on the topics of 
integration with other transportation networks, the intersection of railway with 
roads, and the competition for infrastructure construction sites. The overall 
development task was separated in two trajectories that corresponded with 
responsibilities of different actors: the station building and railway facilities 
fell under the responsibility of the MoR, while the rest, including all the other 
transportations and the whole South Extension, were the responsibility of 
Nanjing municipality. The MoR’s concern was to create an efficient space 
that was capable of processing large streams of rail passengers in order to 
show political achievement. Furthermore, the Minister of MoR expected to 
earn public credit by showing that he is tackling the widely reported chaotic 
situations that were symbolized by the frenzied mass travel around Chinese 
New Year. Therefore, the MoR used to persist the idea of separating the 
railway from the local road and metro systems. The airport model of radically 
separating incoming and outgoing passengers and limiting station access to 
train passengers was the preferred option. However, the municipal government 
insisted to integrate all transportation networks within the same space. The 
MoR holds the preference to build the station as a node of not only regional but 
also local urban transport networks. 

The MoR has virtually all the relevant powers, namely land ownership 
and money, in order to construct the station building according to their own 
philosophy and limited mission. Nevertheless, the fact that the municipality 
of Nanjing is one of the shareholders of Beijing-Shanghai HSR Corporation 
Ltd. brought substantial leverage for Nanjing in the power game. This is 
an exceptional situation, as usually only provinces or directly-controlled 
municipalities can be shareholders. In addition, some problems were solved by 
Transportation Department of Jiangsu Province through the communication 
with Ministry of Transportation on the national level.  In addition, there are 
indications that the municipality offered some sort of financial and/or land 
compensation to the railway actors in return for the integration of functions 
into the station building. Generally speaking, the outcomes of the network were 
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rather successful. This is rather striking because this has not taken place in many 
other HSR station areas in China. For instance, the interchange between railway 
and metro station was shorten from a 2-km horizontal distance to a two-story 
vertical transfer. 

Creating urbanity 

The making of urbanity is the third and most complex collective action 
challenge. Urbanity can be differentially interpreted according to the contexts. 
Embedded in Chinese context, the major conflicts of urbanity in this case were 
over whether to develop the station area as a mono-functional “node” or a 
multi-functional “place”. The planning of the station area, led by municipality, 
was characterized by a top-down design approach. The process started with an 
international urban design competition in 2006, which did not provide specific 
guidance on the detailed program but rather a loose vision of “creating a new 
sub-city center”. The proposed plans were, on one hand, strongly inspired by 
international best practices; on the other hand, they were based on superficial 
prognoses based on existing demographic, economic, and geographic statistics. 
After the competition, a local consortium was chosen. The main appeal of 
the plan was the pedestrian-friendly street plan and the small size of building 
blocks, and a more flexible implementation strategy. The process received an 
interesting boost in 2008: with the appointment of new General Secretary of the 
CCP, the most powerful urban politician in China, a flagship plan was proposed 
to integrate the station area with the neighboring project into one “New South 
Extension”. The General Secretary expected it to consist of three new sub-centers 
in the “golden triangular spatial structure” and strengthen Nanjing’s competitive 
position vis-à-vis other cities. It was also taken to establish the political prestige 
of new municipal government. 

Nevertheless, while the plan making process was characterized by blueprint 
planning, the implementation of creating urbanity clearly showed that urban 
development in China is as much an inter-actor coordination game as it is 
elsewhere in the world. Figure 3-2 shows the organizational structure during 
implementation. The challenges are distinguished on three scopes: the 
integration of commercial and retail space in the core area, the emergence 
of initiating development in the 32-km2 area, and the contextualization with 
existing urban environment in the 66-km2 area. 
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First, the station building and railway facilities in the core area (6 km2) 
are the responsibility of railway actors, the Nanjing Railway Investment and 
Construction Ltd. Co (hereafter NRIC).  It is a public financing platform, which 
represents the municipality since governments are not allowed to participate in 
the market. It mortgaged the land with a group of banks, cleared the land, and 
invested in the necessary infrastructure. Afterwards, the NRIC will organize the 
public bidding among real estate developers and lease land for the projects. In 
other words, the making of urbanity in the core station area depends on game 
balancing the limited orientations and capabilities of NRIC and municipality. 
The railway actors’ preferences on pure transport space conflicted with 
ambitions of local urban development actors, as the latter wanted to integrate 
the station into the urban fabric and boost local economic growth. As for the 
outcome, the mixed functions on this scale were only partly achieved. The space 
within the station is monotonous and mundane, with the exception of a few fast-
food restaurants and souvenir shops on the second floor. Since the municipality 
has the underground land ownership, it succeeded in adding one whole floor of 
commercial functions connecting with the metro system. 

Figure 3-2. Organizational structure of Nanjing South Extension. Source: author.
(Boxes with dotted-line refer to transport actors, the ones with solid-line refer to urban public service actors)
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Second, the New South Extension Office was established in order to keep 
the 32-km2 area in line with the overall goal of the city. It is expected to bring 
together relevant political bureau and experts from the municipal bureaucracy, 
and conduct land acquisition. However, despite being regulated as the most 
powerful actor, in practice the office only holds the project approval rights in 
the larger area excluding the core station area. The supply-sided process puts 
enormous pressure on the development to proceed at tight agenda and puts 
the risks of development solely on local government and the banks without 
the broader perspective of market needs. In addition, the potential risk 
brought by global financial crisis and the Chinese real estate bubble would 
result in the enclave development of more preferable locations instead of the 
direct surroundings of the station. As a result, the new development is indeed 
emerging in a distance from station, while the core area is witnessing stagnation. 

Third, as to the 66-km2 area, the actor constellations are more hybrid. The 
three districts have considerable options in favor of their own development 
ambitions, which would lead to frustration of the New South Extension. The 
Jiangning District, strategically located between the city center and airport, 
is therefore an attractive location for many functions. Moreover, one planned 
new town within its jurisdiction makes it a serious competitor for office and 
business against the New South Extension. Since the major part of the New 
Extension is within the territory of Jiangning District, who has control over 
residence demolition and land clearance, it can impede development around the 
station to support its own growth pole. Meanwhile, another district, Yuhuatai, 
is concentrating on promoting the “Nanjing Software Valley”, which may also 
compete with New South Extension in attracting functions such as research 
and development. In addition, the interests of civic actors are also complicated. 
This area is currently home to different functions that, according to the present 
plans, might be removed. It includes re-located residents after regeneration of 
inner city, the self-organized automobile accessory industry, and some low-end 
and small-scale industries. Residents are relatively powerless, while automobile 
accessory shops are seeking channels to negotiate with governments. As the 
outcome of mainly hierarchical administration, this area is witnessing the 
collage of mono-functional core area and multi-functional new extension. To 
summarize, the characteristics of the aforementioned collective action problems 
are elaborated in Table 3-2.
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Discussion: Institutional Conditions of HSR Station Area

Although the development of the New South Extension is in still progress, some 
issues can already be addressed. Below, the generic institutional conditions of 
the SUE will be reflected upon with reference to the research questions. 

Supply-driven actor coalitions with stakes involved

The structure of the supply-driven actor constellations only involves actors 
with stakes. The evidence in this case shows that it seems likely to produce sub-
optimal outcomes in creating urban quality in the station area. The MoR prefers 
the easiest, but not necessarily the most affordable, way of operationalizing 
infrastructures in order to gain bureau interest and show political achievement. 
The local governments drive for profit as a major motive of urban expansion.

Technical rationality in hierarchical styles of planning

There is the dominance of technical rationality in hierarchical styles of planning 
(MoR’s technical rationality and blueprint character of urban design). This 
blueprint for future development is inflexible. It has a tendency to produce 
a standardized urban space because architect planners, who tend to follow 

Table 3-2. Characteristics of the collective action problems. Source: author.

Collective Action 
Problems Involved Actors Actor Interactions

Location Choice
MoR - Interaction outcome: Periphery;

- Interaction mode: From hierarchy 
towards cooperation game;Municipal government

Infrastructure 
Integration

MoR
Station Construction Office

- Interaction outcome: Successfully 
integrated
- Interaction mode: Constructive 
network 

Municipal government
Provincial government

Urbanity 

Municipal government - Interaction outcome: 
Mono- functional core area and 
multi-functional new extension
- Interaction mode: Hierarchical 
administration

New South Extension Office

Railway Investment Corporation
District governments

Real estate developers
Local citizens

Planners/designers/ architects
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international fashions and are oriented towards catering to the political 
and public draw of modernization. While friction emerges between this 
mode of plan making and its subsequent implementation, it is important to 
note that urban planning reproduces the established hierarchical patterns 
of policymaking. This hierarchical planning perfectly fits the tradition of 
command and control by the state, and in accordance with the entrepreneurial 
urbanization as a profit-making machine (He and Wu 2009). Furthermore, it 
seems to match the political culture that sees strong leadership as an important 
characteristic. The grand visions of the planner are an excellent tool for the 
politician that wants to show decisiveness.     

Inter-organizational conflicts between urban and transport actors

There is a lack of institutional capacity to facilitate the negotiation of inter-
organizational conflicts. The hierarchical approach is strongly based on the idea 
of one government being able to provide for society’s needs. It ignores that, in 
fact, the Chinese urban polity has become more pluralistic and that collective 
goals – which are at least rhetorically professed – require the coordination 
of actions and integration of the preferences of different organizations. 
Nevertheless, the case shows some incipient forms that might be promising. 
While the problems of location choice and the urbanity making show a lack 
of constructive interaction, the problem of mobility integration interestingly 
seems to be an example of a successful integration of interests. Two factors 
seem to play a role: first, a mediator role is fulfilled by the province; second, the 
municipality gains leverage vis-à-vis MoR by being a shareholder in the HSR 
consortium, and by doing so is breaking through the hierarchical relationship. 

Inner-bureau conflicts among multi-scalar governments

The different preferences and orientations of multi-scalar governmental actors 
have favor in their own development ambitions. The risks of frustrating the 
plans seem to have been underestimated. The district governments, referred 
to as the “Socialist land masters” by Hsing (2006, p. 578), are competing with 
municipal government, who have the “organizational capacity to discipline 
the fragmented units” and “moral capacity as social protectors, and market 
regulators to maintain legitimacy” (Hsing, 2006, p. 575). Furthermore, the 
lack of information exchange and actor cooperation leads to the mistrust and 
competition between district governments.

Missing linkage between government and market 

We also see the trend of the increasing role of non-governmental and private 
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actors outside the state bureaucracy. This might suppress latent conflicts in the 
initial stages of location choice, which could lead to conflicts in later stages and 
result in missed opportunities for more optimal solutions in overall welfare 
terms. The case indicates that the role of private investors is relegated to the end 
of the “production process” of the built environment. 

Silence of special civic actors

The special interests of civic actors are so complicated that they are 
underrepresented in the game. Despite resistance to the relocation policy from 
the automobile accessory shops, they still will be relocated in the near future. 
This are possible due to the fact that the majority of the land that the shops 
occupy is collectively-owned farmland, which the municipality can legally 
expropriate. This would also happen to the small industries and rural residents, 
which fulfill dynamic functions for the city of Nanjing. Their interests, which are 
not represented in the process, could have contributed to a more varied urban 
environment. From the perspective of social justice and urban diversity, this can 
be considered a loss.

Authoritative role of key politicians

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to assume that public opinion or the interests 
of powerless groups are by definition ignored in the present system. This leads 
to one final insight drawn from this case: the effect of incentives offered to 
politicians on urban development. On the one hand, the political incentive 
system leads to a typical payoff for civil servants. As Zhang indicates (2002, p. 
498), demonstrating good political performance and meeting the desires of 
higher governments are the real concerns of local leaders because their jobs 
come from superior officials rather than from local elections. Good performance 
is predominantly based upon achieving economic growth, although the Twelfth 
Five-Year Plan (2011-2015) proposed a change in the development paradigm 
to pursue sustainability and social justice. The language of urban design can be 
instrumental in creating an aura of success. This mechanism also contributes 
to what could be called “the bigger, the better” reasoning. On the other hand, it 
is interesting that governmental actors are also eager to show in symbolic ways 
that they are responsive to social problems, such as the efficiency of railway 
in Chinese New Year. It is seen in calls to create the “harmonious society”, as 
stated by the former General Secretary of CCP Hu Jintao, or “China Dream”, as 
stated by the current General Secretary of CCP Xi Jinping. Apparently, times are 
changing in this respect but it is embryonic thus far.
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Conclusions

Following the working hypothesis that the institutional capability to solve inter-
actor conflicts in non-hierarchical ways might be crucial to understanding 
the outcomes of collective action challenges in China’s urban development, 
we found – at the case level - evidence of this expectation. There is no doubt 
about the multiplication of both governmental and non-governmental actors 
that are involved in the local processes of development. There is also ample 
evidence of their conflicting interests, and the increasing challenge of achieving 
collective action in these asymmetric arenas of decision-making. The new 
pluralism of organization is not matched with adequate institutional capacity 
to use the conflict solving models of mediation and conflict resolution. In the 
case of Nanjing, we found evidence of a prevailing hierarchical approach and 
its limitations to responsiveness, and the bound decision-making of actors that 
hampers coordinated action. 

The above gives insight in the institutional conditions that structure decision-
making on three key collective action challenges. The prevailing dominant 
role of public actors amounts to supply-side planning, which is unable to 
deal with changes in circumstances such as those stemming from the global 
financial crisis. The functionalist decision-making and architectural/physical 
design-oriented master planning are preferred. We also found a lack of 
institutional capacity to facilitate inter-organizational coordination between 
urban and transport actors, and the inner-bureau conflicts among multi-scalar 
governments. Furthermore, the empirical investigation also revealed additional 
explanatory potential through the missing communication between government 
and market, as well as the civic actors. The key political leaders play a pivotal 
role in the urban development process. The motives of these officials are based 
on the system of incentives more or less purposively designed by the Chinese 
state and CCP, but interestingly enough also on how they will be judged in the 
public eye. The latter reflects embryonic signs of transition that may foster a 
more open style of decision-making.
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